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Foreword

Our esteemed reader,
It is with profound pleasure that I warmly welcome
you once again to ACIA 2014 where, within the
Communications sector, we recognise excellence
through innovations.
As you are aware, the mandate of UCC is to develop
a modern communications sector and infrastructure
unearthed through initiatives like the ACIA Awards,
which have now become an annual event to
recognise and promote innovative approaches
within the sector.
We have maintained the theme of “ICT Innovation
for National Development” because not only does
it embody the broad range of ICTs but also evokes
UCC new mandate ever since the former Uganda
Communications Commission and Broadcasting
Council merged.
ACIA underlines our determination to motivate
individuals, especially the youth who are brimming
with brilliant ideas, to make a positive contribution
to the development of our country through
innovation. At the same time, the Commission
is keen to encourage organisations to invest in
innovative approaches that leverage ICT. Similarly,
through these awards, we hope to identify and
package innovations for international promotion
and by holding them annually, individuals and

organisations will be encouraged to continuously
research on ICTs in turn spurring economic growth.
Ever since we launched ACIA in 2010, transparency,
hard work and professionalism have been key to
the success of this event. Entries are subjected to a
rigorous evaluation and award system, conducted
by an independent panel of eminent judges. This
process has from our side been transparent and
rigorous since we started early this year.
I am certain the participants too have had to work
hard. Thank you all for your invaluable submissions,
our sponsors who have helped us realise this dream
and the judges whose efforts are culminating into
this ACIA 2014 event.
I wish to appreciate the contributions of the various
sponsors and the media – just to mention a few who have been instrumental in making ACIA 2014 a
resounding success. I also would like to congratulate
the Organising Committee, through whose tireless
efforts we are here today.
I am, of course, equally keen for feedback on this
ACIA 2014 Catalogue. Enjoy reading!

Godfrey Mutabazi
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ACIA - 2014 CATALOGUE
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The Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC) is the
regulatory body of the
communications sector in
Uganda. It was established by
the Uganda Communications
Act 2013, with the mandate
to regulate all communication
services in Uganda. The
Commission is responsible
for developing a modern
communications sector
in Uganda in respect of
telecommunications,
broadcasting, postal
services, film industry, and
radio communication and
infrastructure.

Excellence
We take pride in serving our customers in a
professional manner.

Mission:
To realise superior communication services through
excellence in our regulation.

Objectives of UCC
The objectives of the Commission, whose
principal goal is the development of a modern
communications sector and infrastructure in
Uganda, include:
• enhancing national coverage of
communications services and products, with
emphasis on universal access;
• expanding the existing variety of
communications services available in Uganda
to include modern and innovative postal and
telecommunications services;
• ncouraging the participation of private
investors in the development of the sector;
• introducing, encouraging and enabling
competition in the sector through regulation
and licensing competitive operators to achieve
rapid network expansion, standardisation
as well as operation of competitively priced,
quality services;

Vision:
Sustainable development through nationwide
access to modern communication services
Values
As a regulator of communications sector, the
Commission upholds the following values:
Client-centric
We are committed to creating a positive consumer
experience
through a proactive, professional
approach to customer needs. We take pride in
serving our customers in a responsible, accountable
and efficient manner.
Integrity
We understand this industry demands the highest
level of integrity and honesty. Every action we take
reflects the highest integrity of our staff.
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Teamwork
We understand that mutual trust and teamwork
among staff creates a progressive working
environment. We therefore believe in teamwork and
shared responsibility of all employees.
Social responsibility
We understand that we are part of a community.
We, therefore, value our active participation in
community initiatives.
Function of UCC
The broad functions of UCC include:
• Licensing of communications services;
• Enforcement and compliance assurance;
• Resource administration;
• Standards setting and quality control;
• Research and development;
• Universal access;
• Regulating broadcasting;
• Competition promotion and sector
development;
• Policy and legislative advice to Government;
• Promotion of capacity building in
communications, and;
• Representing Uganda in international fora.
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•
•

establishing and administering a fund for rural
communications development, and
Reducing Government direct role as an
operator in the sector as well as minimising
all direct and indirect subsidies paid by
Government to the communications sector and
for communications services.

Powers of the Commission
The Uganda Communications Act 2013 empowers
UCC to:
• Arbitrate disputes arising between operators
and consumers and to enforce its decisions;
• Institute a levy on the gross annual revenues
from services licensed;
• Impose a fine on any person who unlawfully
possesses, installs, connects or operates any
communication equipment or apparatus,
or unlawfully provides or performs any
communication services;
• Charge for services provided by it;
• Appoint any person/inspectors to inquire into
any matter pending before the Commission
and/or verify compliance with the provision of
the Law and the licence;
• Certify any apparatus that is unlawfully
possessed, installed, connected or operated.

How to Contact Us
Uganda Communications Commission
UCC House
Plot 42-44 Spring Road, Bugolobi
P. O. Box 7376, Kampala
Tel: +256-41-4339000
Tel: +256-31-2339000
Fax: +256-41-4348832
Toll free number: 0800133911 (during working
hours 8.00am -5.00pm Monday to Friday)
Email: ucc@ucc.co.ug
Website: www.ucc.co.ug
For inquiries, contact:
Consumer Affairs Unit
12th Floor, Communications House
Plot 1 Colville Street, Kampala
Toll Free Line: 0800133911
Or UCC Regional Offices:
• Eastern: Plot 39/41 Republic Street, Mbale
• Western: Plot 2 Circular Road, Mbarara
• Northern: Plot 15 Onono Road, Gulu
• North Western: Plot 8, Ntuha Road, Masindi

Consumer Affairs Desk
One of the core functions of the Commission is
to provide consumer awareness and to protect
the interests and rights of the consumer in the
communications sector through effective regulatory
and licensing regime. The main function of the
Consumer Affairs Unit is to receive and follow up
complaints with the relevant service providers. The
Unit has a Call Centre open from 8:30am-5:00pm
during working days.
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ACIA 2014 Organising Committee

Irene

Fred

Christine

Dickson

Brenda

Ibrahim

Pamela

Peter

Helena

Isaac

Helen

William

Immaculate

Hannington

Andrew

Mrs Irene Kaggwa Sewankambo
Mrs Irene Kaggwa Sewankambo head of Research
& Development and Corporate Coordinator at UCC.
She is an electrical engineer by profession with a
vast experience in the communications sector. Irene
is the Chairperson of ACIA 2014. A larger-than life
personality, Irene has been the pedestal on whose
shoulders the event has rested. A perfectionist,
stickler to detail and hard-nosed performer, Irene
has pulled all the strings to ensure ACIA 2014 is a
success it has been.
Mr Fred Otunnu
Mr Fred Otunnu is the Acting Director for
Competition and Corporate Affairs at UCC. A social
scientist and lawyer by training, Fred is also the
Head of Communications at the Commission. With
a wealth of experience in international relations,
communications and events management, Fred’s
indefatigable energy and focus makes him not only
the ‘engine’ of ACIA 2014, but also the vital spoke in
any other event the Commission has held since he
joined UCC in 2002. Fred is the Vice Chairperson of
ACIA 2014.
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Mrs Christine Mugimba
Mrs Christine Mugimba is Head of Spectrum
Management in UCC’s Department of Technology,
Networks and Services (TNS). A professional
engineer, Christine possesses unique insight,
drive and fore sight. As a member of a the steering
committee, her vast experience as vice chairperson
for ACIA 2010 and ACIA 2012 has been handing in
shaping ACIA 2014.
Mr Dickson Kwesiga
Mr Dickson Kwesiga is the Manager for Administration
at UCC. An engineer and transportation specialist,
Dickson has a wealth in logistics management.
His keen eye for detail and frugal approach to
management of events make him an important cog
in ACIA 2014.
Mrs Brenda Sentamu
Mrs Brenda Sentamu is the Procurement Specialist at
UCC. An accountant by profession, Brenda doubles
as a freelance writer who has a passion for organising
social events. Nalongo – as Brenda is fondly
addressed by her peers - is hard-working, focused
and result-oriented, with excellent interpersonal
and team building skills. Her perfectionism, creative
11

thinking and originality have made her a permanent
fixture on the UCC events management team.
Mr Ibrahim Bbossa
Mr Ibrahim Bbosa is the Manager for Consumer
Affairs at the Uganda Communications Commission.
Ibrahim has been pivotal in attracting sponsors to
ACIA 2014 as well as other UCC events. As a Certified
Marketing professional, Ibrahim has helped give
ACIA the attractiveness the event deserves.
Ibrahim is a National Expert on Social Responsibility
(SR) (based on the International ISO 26000 standard)
and has worked with various organisations to
integrate Social Responsibility Standards. A
resourceful problem-solver with interrogative
abilities to identify business needs and challenges
effectively using highly developed analytical and
interpretative skills, Ibrahim is also commercially
conscious, practical and flexible with a great
personality.
Ibrahim is a member of the Chartered Institute
of Marketing (UK), a Chartered Marketer and a
National Expert on Social Responsibility (SR) based
on the ISO 26000 standard for SR, His expertise
is in client relationship management, Marketing
Communications, Brand management, Social
responsibility and Events management.
Ibrahim has undertaken local and international
assignments with companies including The Leisure
Exchange Plc (UK) as Service Manager, Kampala
University as Marketing Manager, The Uganda Red
Cross Society as Corporate Fundraising Officer,
and a part-time lecturer at the Islamic University
in Uganda. He has also worked before as Principal
Marketing Officer of the Uganda National Bureau
of Standards and as Marketing Specialist for the
Uganda Electricity Distribution Company Limited.
Ms Pamela Kadama
Ms Kadama is a Service Development Specialist at
UCC. An electrical engineer by profession, Pamela
has a niche in telecom operations, research and
analysis of technology and services.
Her most
significant trade mark is to get things done and
done well as she ‘will not settle for second-best’,
Pamela has posted perhaps the most behind-thescenes input to ACIA 2012.
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Mr Peter Mukuru
Mr Peter Mukuru is the Head of IT at the Uganda
Communications Commission. As no modern event
can be successful without the use of ICTs, Peter is
the invisible hand behind any UCC event, ACIA
inclusive. Popularly referred to as “the Chief Wizard”,
Peter pulls the strings from behind the scene to
ensure the success of any ICT event.
Peter holds a Master of Business Administration of
Eastern and Southern African Management Institute
(ESAMI), a Master of Information Technology of
Makerere University and a Bachelor of Science
(Computer Science and Statistics Major) of Makerere
University.
Peter
has
previously
worked
with
PricewaterhouseCoopers,
National
Water
and Sewerage Corporation and has provided
consultancy services in Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania
and Rwanda; in public and private sector busy
environments - designing and implementing
strategic ICT solutions that deliver business value.
Ms Helena Mayanja
Ms Helena Mayanja is the Public Relations at
UCC. Helena is knowledgeable and skilled in
public relations and events management. A brand
management professional, she has a high sense
of style, aesthetic, class and decour. She relishes
seeing ACIA 2014 turns out to be an upscale
corporate event.
With a passion in marketing and branding, and a
social media geek, Ms Mayanja has popularised
ACIA 2014 through social media. She is inseparable
from her HTC smartphone, always tweeting one
message about ACIA – or any other UCC event after another.
Having working with Orient Bank Limited (as a
Marketing Officer), MultiChoice Uganda Limited
(as PRO and then Manager) and with Fireworks
Advertising (as Assistant Director for Public
Relations), Helen brings a wealth of experience to
UCC.
Mr Isaac Kalembe
Mr Isaac Kalembe is the Media Relations Specialist
at UCC. As a professional journalist, with hands-on
experience in Public Relations, Isaac has been the
lynchpin and communication ‘gatekeeper’ at UCC.
He has a knack for writing, editing and reporting.
Isaac has been responsible for the publicity and
communications role for ACIA 2014.
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Ms Helen Nakiguli
Mrs Helen Nakiguli is the Environment Specialist
at UCC. Helen is the Environment Management
Specialist under the Research and Development
section at UCC. She is accountable for activity and
commitment towards environmental management
and sustainability within the communications sector
in Uganda. With her environmental engineering
background and extremely passion in sustainability,
she has contributed significantly to achieving an
eco-friendly ACIA 2014 event.

Obang Hannington Ongom
Mr Hannington Obang Ongom is a Research
Officer at UCC. A dynamic and innovative graduate
of Economics and currently pursuing a Masters of
Arts Degree in Economic Policy and Planning at
Makerere University, with a wealth of experience
and practical skills in research methods. With over 8
(eight) years of experience working as a researcher,
Hannington has helped tie the loose ends of ACIA
2014 by giving research-based feedback that has
enabled the event to be successful.

Mr William Lutakome
Mr William Lutakome is the Service Development
Officer of UCC. He holds a Bachelor of Engineering
in Telecommunications Engineering Degree from
Kyambogo University. As an officer in the Research
and Development Unit, he conducts research
towards adaption of technological advancements.

Prior to joining UCC, Hannington worked both a
research assistant and research supervisor within
both local research companies and international
research companies on multi-million donor-funded
projects on Reproductive Health, HIV/AIDS, politics
and economy, democracy, human rights, micro
finance sector and poverty alleviation.

William has been both the evangelist and foot
soldier for ACIA 2014, spreading the Commission’s
call for entries in educational institutions in Uganda,
among others. He has strong motivation for
postgraduate training, expert computer knowledge
and programming skills, excellent analytical,
innovative and problem solving skills.

Andrew Otim
Mr Andrew Otim is a Strategy and Business
Planning Specialist at UCC. An economist by
training, Andrew possesses a wealthy of knowledge
and skills in Business Planning and Development,
Strategic Planning, Project Management, Research
and Analytics. Within UCC, Andrew has been able
to support the development and management of
plans at both corporate and business unit levels.

Prior to joining UCC, he worked with the Civil Aviation
Authority, Indra Sistemas (South Africa), Israel
Aerospace Industries Ltd (ELTA), the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering at Makerere
University and Department of Electrical and
Electronics Engineering of Kyambogo University.

He has also guided the implementation of UCC
programmes through corporate performance and
project reporting. As a results-oriented individual,
Andrew has been an invaluable asset to ACIA 2014.

Ms Immaculate Kyomuhendo
Ms Immaculate Kyomuhendo is the Communication
Officer at UCC. A Mass Communications graduate,
“Precious” – as she is popularly known – Immaculate
is an active and dynamic, self-driven and resultoriented lady. ACIA 2014 would not be a success it
is without her invaluable input.
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Profiles of ACIA 2014 Judges
Introduction

The success of this 4th Annual Communication Innovation Awards ceremony has been
largely as a result of a reputable team of independent judges, who did their level best,
guided by the overall objectives of the initiative, to select winners in the various categories.
Here below are the ladies and gentlemen behind the scenes:

Dr F. F. Tusubira
Is a veteran judge of ACIA,
having been on this panel
since the maiden ACIA. Born
on May 22, 1952, Tusu – as he
is fondly called - holds a PhD
(Southampton, UK), an M.Sc.E
(New Brunswick, Canada), and
a B.Sc. (Engineering) 1st Class
Hons (Makerere University, Uganda).
Tusu is a Member of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, UK, and Chartered Engineer; a Fellow,
Uganda Institution of Professional Engineers (which
he served as President); and a Registered Engineer
(Uganda). He has key competence in ICT policy
and regulation reinforced by continental level and
international experience in policy analysis and
formulation, capacity building, and research in the
same sector.
Currently a member of the boards ofUbuntuNet
Alliance for Research and Education Networking
in Africa (also CEO); TENET, the research and
education network of South Africa; RENU, the
Research and Education Network of Uganda; and
Chairperson of the Board of the National Information
Technology Agency, Uganda. He is a member of the
Research ICT Africa team and a founding partner of
Knowledge Consulting Ltd.
Ms Rachel Kituuka
Is an ICT4D practitioner, project
manager and consultant. Her
work experience, drawn from
the ICT, education, energy and
agriculture sectors in Uganda
and sub Saharan Africa, spans
the areas of web development,
project management, business
workflow solutions, mobile solutions, knowledge
management and M&E.
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She is a technology and self-improvement enthusiast
always looking out for those apps that increase
productivity and foster collaboration. Her strengths
lie at the intersection of technology, information
(content) and people. She has worked in Uganda’s
development sector for the last 15 years with
grassroots communities, community organisations
and international development partners and
understands the diverse needs, approaches and
technologies needed for the development of
Uganda.
Roy Baguma
Roy Baguma is a Senior
Investment
Analyst
and
Development
Finance
Professional with knowledge
and experience in structuring
various types of trade and
project finance transactions.
He has 17 years Development Finance (DFI)
experience with both local and regional development
finance institutions including Development Finance
Company of Uganda (DFCU), the Eastern and
Southern Africa Trade and Development Bank (PTA
Bank), East African Development Bank and now
the Uganda Energy Credit Capitalisation Company
(UECCC).
The Uganda Energy Credit Capitalisation Company
is a Company established by the Government
of Uganda in 2010 to pool resources from
Development Partners and to channel the same
for Renewable Energy Infrastructure Development.
Mr Roy Baguma serves in the Senior Management
Position of Director, Transaction Execution.
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Nada Andersen
Ms
Nada
Andersen
is
Communications and Media
Specialist.
Nada
Studied
fine art at the Academy of
Arts in Belgrade, Serbia.
Passionate about art and
visual expression, she first
presented her paintings in a
solo exhibition at Nommo Gallery in 1995, and is the
founder of Star: Leo (1998).
With over 20 years of experience in mainstream
advertising, Nada is currently aligning the business
with the demands of the digital world, moving fastforward into social media relations and social media
marketing.
A fast-paced problem-solver and facilitator,
managing Creative, Strategy, Planning and
Behavioural Management/Personal Development
for Star: Leo. Associate of The Confidant Group
from South Africa, certified Predictive Index trainer
and the pioneer of Predictive Index implementation
in Uganda.
Michael Niyetegeka
Michael Niyitegeka is an expert
in Leadership Development,
IT Strategy, Social Media
Integration, Communication,
and Business Process Strategic
Alignment. He holds an MBA
from MsM/ESAMI Business
School and is a Franklin Covey
Certified Facilitator.
Michael possesses 16 years of working experience
in both the private and public sectors. He worked
with Makerere University for 12 years in varied
capacities as a researcher, trainer and head of
Corporate Relations. He also worked with coffee
exporting firm managing supply side operations in
western Uganda.
Michael has extensive consulting experience with
government, private, regional and international
institutions such as Higher Education Institutions
in Uganda, Private Sector Federation of Rwanda,
State University of Zanzibar, National IT Authority
of Uganda, British Council Uganda, and ICT Policy
Centre for Eastern and Southern Africa (CIPESA),
among others.
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Ruth Musoke
Ruth is a Private sector
Development Specialist with
experience in designing and
implementing
programmes
related to entrepreneurship
development,
International
Trade rural and agricultural
development, financial literacy programmes, IT
services and Business outsourcing services, Gender
and Youth Development.
Ruth has designed, coordinated and also been a
member of the panel of various awards including
the Annual Private Sector Award, Saawa Ya Cash on
Bukedde TV, African Challenge Entrepreneurship
Award, and Public Service Governance Award.
She serves on boards and committees in various
government institutions, Corporate companies
both locally and internationally and also a renowned
trainer and motivational speaker.
Charles Otine
Charles Otine is a knowledge
management specialist with
the United Nations Population
Fund (UNFPA). He has key
competence
in
building
knowledge
engineering
systems, intelligent application
development, IT strategy, data warehousing and
machine learning. Charles possesses over 11 years
experience in information technology practice. He
has practised at the local, regional and international
level as a researcher and consultant in Kenya,
Rwanda, Tanzania, Sweden and the United States.
Prior to joining UNFPA, Charles worked with
Makerere University for five years where he was
key in the review and formulation of the University’s
ICT strategic plan (2007/8-2017/18) and instituting
e-learning in the curriculum.
As a member of knowledge management for
development (KM4DEV), ICT4D and ICT4Health
networks he has been involved in programmes
that use social media, crowd funding and big data
for development. He is a member of the e-health
technical working group with ministry of health
Uganda. He supports the open source movement
especially the concept of open data for big data
and sits on the innovations for development
dialogue think tank.Charles holds a PhD (BTH,
Sweden), Licentiate Degree (BTH, Sweden) and
MSC (Makerere University).
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ACIA 2014 Entries
ICT for Development Award
Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

Lost Identity Card system

Lincoln Mugasho

Disease Incidence Surveillance System

Davis & Faith

BAREFOOTLAW

BAREFOOTLAW

Poultry Mobile

Louis Musimami

First Aid that Neutralises Malaria and Flu Symptoms

Ronald Alfred Eporu

Mwalimu Online Study Tool

Mandela S.S., Hoima

Passuneb.com

TeamPassuneb.com

Students’ Pocket Money Banking Software

Gilbert Francis Sekamanya

Creation of Video Tutorials for Inclusion in Girls and
Women ICT Literacy Programmes in Uganda

Martin Okoed

SMS System

Eric Hagumimana

Task Dolphin

Daniel Omara

Advancing the Research in Africa (RIAPLAT)
Platform to Increase the Visibility and Uptake of
Ugandan-bred Research and Innovations

LOG`EL Project

www.roundbob.com

RoundBob Limited

Benefits of UTILIZING SPACE TECHNOLOGY TO
COUNTERACT HEALTH CHALLENGES IN OUR
HOSPITALS

Jonathan Johnson Nyago
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

EA Schools Social Media Platform

RAINMARK IT ASSOCIATES

Text Messaging for Healthy Pregnancy and Healthy
baby

Text to Change

volcanichealthafrica.org

mabolo joseph

ENSI-CASH MOBILE

Ensibuuko

Abaana School Solution

Tech Support Uganda

Biika Oyeguze Microfinance Solution

Tech Support Uganda

iheartgo Institute for Creative Technology

iheartgo

Africa One ePortal

Africa One ePortal Ltd

LAWPRONTO.COM

Law Pronto

Aruabits-skilling generations

CEFORD-Aruabits

Daily Income and Expenditure application(DIX) to
facilitate Saving

Akandwanaho Innocent

Promotion of Ugandan national image and tourism
with the gaming industry

Walugembe francis

DEVELOPMENT OF A LOW COST WIRELESS
PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITOR

Ssonko patrick

School of Genius

Vakindu Philliam

ASSET TRACKING SYSTEM DATABASE

IT CREW

Emergency Map Call Locator

Group icytrey

RADIO RECEIVER ATTACHED WITH PHONE
POWERED WITH SOLAR ENERGY.

TWINE JULIUS
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

Raising Resources for Disasters and Emergencies
using Technology

Uganda Red Cross Society

voter’s ID mobile application

LYADA EMMANUEL

SCHOOL STUDENTS INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

WAISWA SEIF

Home Based Business Uganda

PAUL KALYEBARA

Development of Acia Mobile App

Walugembe francis

University Program Guide

Selector Team

Agribuiness Management in the Coffee Value Chain

GIZ / SAP / UCFA

TelexFREE online Business

Lutaaya Shafiq

Exam Uganda

sseninde julius

Health Plus Integrated Information System (HPIIS)

Infotrik Technology Solutions and Consultancy

E-payroll management system for schools

michael candiga

Web siteand Blog Development

Lutaaya Shafiq

Demonstrating how to use a Web-site as an OnLine Billboard to promote Electronic Commerce In
Uganda.

Walugembe francis

Housing Broker Ug App

Lubwama Samuel

Atanga Business and Information Centre Project

Council for Advancement of People’s Action and
Rural Development

ICT TEACHING AND LEARNING RESOURCES

Mukalele Rogers
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

Oftenfollow web directory

Team oftenfollow

PATIENT HEARTBEAT AND TEMPERATURE
MONITORING AND ALERT SYSTEM VIA SMS

TUHIRIRWE MACKENZIE

PROTOTYPE OF ROBOT FOR MAKING
DISCONNECTIONS ON ELECTRICITY POLES

Circuit Breakers

SMASK ELECTRONIC LEARNING SYSTEM

ST MARY’S BOARDING SECONDARY SCHOOL
KITENDE

Birds Of Uganda Mobile Application

Irio Systems Limited

MCS IT Solutions

MCSIT Solutions

ICT for Excellent and Efficient Work

ST. MARIA GORETTI SSS KATENDE

RootIO - Grassroots radio for community input and
output

RootIO

Pesa Pesa Online Fund raising

True Labs

Point of Sale Web Application with Mobile Money
Payment Option

THINKIT LIMITED

SkoolDesk

SkoolDesk

DONOR

Techstars

BreastIT

Hyphen

Education Management Platform

Emiracore

Increasing access to Reproductive Health services
through the Electronic Voucher

Marie Stopes Uganda
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

Nearby

Nearby

PriceTag Uganda

Dennis Lennix Kichodo

Design a Solar based Unmanned Aerial Robotic
Monitoring System for remote farmers with 3G/4G
LTE GSM based Wireless Internet

UAVUganda

zapmedic

Bitways

VPAlight

Busuulwa Marvin

The Medical Concierge Call Centre

THE MEDICAL CONCIERGE GROUP LIMITED

Automated School Bell with GSM Abrupt Alarming
(AutoBell)

Awali Musitwa

Ekika Community Telecenter to bridge digital divide
in Nyabushabi Village, Kabale

Ekika Community Development Initiative

IVTI Project eS

IVTI Project eS

Beyonic’s Funds-to-Phones platform

Beyonic LTD

Wedactive Wedding Web Portal

Magoba Arthur

Lima

NANYANZI ALICE

LUUNDA LITE

Lacel Technologies

The FARM COMPANION

GDG MBARARA

Expert System for diagnosing Cattle Diseases

ARACH ZILLA MARY

Elitehive

Elitehive Inc

Hired For One Day?

Hired For One Day
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

Uganda Constitution App

IRIO Systems Limited

VISUAL DETECTION AND TRACKING OF
ABANDONED OBJECTS IN REAL TIME
ENVIRONMENT

SSEKWEYAMA PIUS

Traffic police crime tracking android
application(mPolice)

TechyGuruz

Enhancing the Efficiency and Accountability
of Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies
to make them effective Vehicles for Economic
Transformation

FUTURELINK TECHNOLOGIES LTD

Weather Predictions

meusoftwareplus

Lima

NANYANZI ALICE

Endiba

katamba martin

PEARSON SQUARE

Musimami Louis

AgroMarketDay

AgroMarketDay

parliament session

scribe

AgroMarketDay

AgroMarketDay

Sight 4 Everyone(E-Liiso)

Team SmartCode

Creating mobile Spaces for Youth, development
and Empowerment

KiBO Foundation

Tracenode Ltd

Tracenode Limited

Masterlinks Modular e-learning Centers

Masterlinks Uganda

A Local Fm Radio

St Charles Lwanga College Koboko
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

E BRAIN JUGGLE.

Eiffel Tower Company Ltd

akBOARD

akarls limited

BEST AGGREGATE

SOURCE CODE 256

ClinicUG Disease Analyser and Encyclopedia

Protomix Studios

Addressing challenge of youth unemployment
through creating synergy between sceince,
technology and innovations: Practical lessons from
Busitema University

ict for development award

Moquestions (Online question Bank)

Moquestion

IT CONSULTANCY

PLANET SYSTEMS

Drug Management Application (DMA) Field-Tests &
Connectivity

DMA Field Tests

volcanichealthafrica.org

mabolo joseph

secret phone

ST MARY’S COLLEGE RUSHOROZA

National Association of School Community ICT
Outreach

NASCICTO
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Rising Stars Award
Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

A School Canteen Management Sytem

Nabumali High School Students

GUMOSHABE PATIENCE

GUMOSHABE PATIENCE

AGUMENAITWE ICE

AGUMENAITWE ICE

RUKUNDO PRAISE

Rukundo Praise

NAHABWE FAUSTAR

NAHABWE FAUSTAR

I-SLAP

ATUHAIRE RONALD

A VIBER COM DEVICE

MENGO SENIOR SCHOOL

THE DIGITAL SPY

MENGO SENIOR SCHOOL

V.R.DIGITAL WATCH (Voice Recognition Digital Watch)

MENGO SENIOR SCHOOL

TEXT-AUDIO TRANSLATOR

Ashaba Nebert

E-ADVERTISEMENT TOOL

VICTORIOUS GROUP, NYANGILIA
SECONDARY SCHOOL

COMPUTERIZED RESULT GRADING MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

SKYNA GROUP NYANGILIA SECONDARY
SCHOOL

ENEHANCEMENT OF A PHONE TO SUIT THE BLIND

MENGO SENIOR SCHOOL

THE BLIND COM GATEWAY DEVICE

MENGO SENIOR SCHOOL

CAM- MAGIC READER

AINAMAANI ALLAN

THE FAR EYE IN HANDS

naturinda paul

THE V-COMMAND SOFTWARE/TECH

NOMWESIGWA EMMANUEL

INTEGRATED TIME TELLING WATCH(ITTW)

AINAMAANI ALLAN

A BUTTON CONFIGURED CAR.

MENGO SENIOR SCHOOL

Smart Security System for the Deaf (S3D)

Atuhaire Ronald, Ashaba Nebert, Naturinda
Paul, Ainamani Allan, Nomwesigwa
Emmanuel
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

Ultimate Deaf-Talk

Elites

Namusoke Mwajuma

Namusoke Mwajuma

STUDENT VISUAL GUIDE (SVG)

Magic Hands Team

ICT TAKES OVER

Kasendwa Simon

Rejuvenating the use of the ABACUS by the Blind and
Deaf

Youngprogrammers Club Kibuliss

Smooth Ride (Traffic Jam Detector)

Click The Globe

ict technology

b13

Super Sight 4 in 1

IntroTech Innovations

KITGUM HIGH OVCs TRACKING SYSTEM

KITGUM HIGH SCHOOL

NETWORK AND GAMES DEVELOPMENT

Dolphine Software Technologies

CONSUMER EXPOLITATION

NUWAGIRA ANDREW

GUMOSHABE PATIENCE

GUMOSHABE PATIENCE

AHUMUZA ROLAH

AHUMUZA ROLAH

KAMUSIIME LUCKY

KAMUSIIME LUCKY

ATWINE AGATHA

ATWINE AGATHA

ENHANCING THE FUNCTIONALITY OF AN EXISTING
COMMUNICATION DEVICE

Sacred Heart S.S Gulu

VIBRATING WRIST DEVICE

Walakira Derrick

YOUNG ICT INNOVATOR 2014.

AGONZIBWA DAVID

Focus

St. James’ Secondary School, Jinja

Automatic vendor machine, Computer external security.

YITICK

Digital Creation of Learning Content in Biology

PMM Media and S6 Biology Class

mobilefuel

Mutumba Linda Gertrude
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

THE ADAPTABLE BRAILLE KEY BOARD

SITECH (Mt.St Marys Namagunga)

BRAILLE PRINTER

LUCKYSUE

NATAMBA NAOME

Nganwa High School

ALCOHOLISM IN YOUTH

St Gertrude\\\’s Girls Vocational Sec Sch

MUHEREZA TYSON

Nganwa High School

INNOVATED ICTDEVICES,IMPROVED FUNCTIONALITY.

MATOVU JOVAN

Television for the Blind (TfB)

Nganwa High School

ICT IMPROVES COMMUNICATION

Bill Clinton Nasasira

Young ICT Innovators award

kasango Dickens

A MANILA COMPUTER.

SACRED HEART SS MUSHANGA

USING ICT IN SOLVING HEARING IMPAIREMENT
COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES

mhsk

WALKTRACK

College Rising Stars

INNOVATORS CLUB OF KINGS COLLEGE BUDO

S.4 innovators club Kings College Budo

ICT HAS LED TO A DEVILISH CHANGE

MATOVU JOVAN

AUDIO POSTAL SERVICES(APS)

Ashaba Nebert

LOTALK

smart leaf 3

eLiiso(Sight For Everyone)

Team SmartCode

Radio for the deaf

Masaka Secondary School

BEST AGGREGATE-SCHOOL REPORT CARD
GENERATION SYSTEM

SOURCE CODE 256

THE SOLAR BLUETOOTH HEARING AID

Thunderbolt creations Kings College Budo
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

ENHANCING THE FUNCTIONING OF A
COMMUNICATION DEVICE

KAMWINE ROBERT

Telephone for the blind

Masaka Secondary School

ClinicUG mobile(smartphones)for fast aid, disease
analyser

Protomix Studios

Mobile phone for visually impaired persons

Masaka Secondary School

Braille Keyboard

Thunderbolt creations Kings College Budo

THE BRAILLE Q7 MOBILE PHONE KEYPAD

SACRED HEART SS MUSHANGA

GUIDANCE STICK

SACRED HEART SS MUSHANGA

GUIDANCE STICK

SACRED HEART SS MUSHANGA

A MANILA COMPUTER

SACRED HEART SS MUSHANGA

SOFTWARE DEVELOPED TO ADVANCE
COMMUNICATION

KASOZI CHRISTOPHER

THE BRAILLE Q7 MOBILE PHONE KEYPAD

SACRED HEART SS MUSHANGA

SCREEN READER FOR THE BLIND AND VISUALLY
IMPAIRED PEOPLE

LYANTONDE SS- KASAMBYA

Braille Newspaper

Thunderbolt creations Kings College Budo
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Vissionaries
Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

the navigator

cs14-19

Point of Sale Web Application with Mobile Money
Payment System .

THINKIT LIMITED

Namawulire

Asula wagulu

Point of Sale Web Application with Mobile Money
Payment System Integrated.

THINKIT LIMITED

Mobile Based Fast Food

christopher segawa

YOUNG ICT INNOVATORS

OJIAMBO JULIUS

SMART HOME REMOTE MONITORING AND
CONTROLL SYSTEM

TUHIRIRWE MACKENZIE

THE BOOK KEEPER

COMPUTER DUKES

nicholas katongole

Nicholas katogole

RONAMS TECH

Mwesigwa Ronald

Tradeline

Tradeline inc

ffumba

vihlix

Great Uganda Jobs Career and Talent Solutions

Great Uganda Jobs

Billable Hours: A Law Firm Management Solution

James S. K. Makumbi

E-voting web application

bluebinary

Greener Uganda

Mukama Martin

Global eye

Global eye

Global eye

Global eye

MyChild

Mandela SS Hoima

SUPER KONVICT: the mobile justice

KUNYIGA DERRICK KIZITO

Askari

vihlix

e-Food

Code-256

Local Languages as an Identity for Uganda, With
Software App.

Aloyo Electronics Co. Ltd
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

Water Saver Machine

Galaxy International School Uganda

SMASK SMS AND E-MAILING REMINDER SYSTEM

ST MARY’S BOARDING SECONDARY SCHOOL
KITENDE

SenteAPP

SenteApp

Sleek business web application

sleek

The Vuga Wheel

Vuga Team

PriceTag Uganda

Dennis Lennix Kichodo

SenteApp

SenteApp

STUDENTS PERSONAL ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
(SPAS)

Crystal Clear IT Solutions

Elitehive

Elitehive social application

Amakuru Online

GDG MBARARA

Automobile Monitoring System

GDG MBARARA

KlassTab

iLabs@MAK Research Project

Finance Pal

Edgar Atukunda

PearlDr

iLabs@MAK Research Project

Endiba

katamba martin

tourism guide

Uganda Christian University

doctors awareness

DOCS

akBOARD

akarls limited

Stark Technologies

Stark Technologies

SenteApp

SenteApp

TENANT DATABASE APPLICATION (TDA)

CATALAN GIANTS
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Digital Content Awards
Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

AdvertCity

Nelson Kanyali

BAREFOOTLAW

BAREFOOTLAW

ViPi

Irio Systems Limited

The Watch Dog

cs14-19

Uganda Guide Mobile App

THE PEARL GUIDE (U) LTD

GURU8

GURU8

Techjaja- A tech based website

TECHJAJA

Airtel Customer Care App

Airtel Uganda

Airtel WTF Social Pack

Airtel Uganda

EASTREAMS

Eabrains

Creation of Video Tutorials for Inclusion in Girls and
Women ICT Literacy Programs in Uganda

Martin Okoed

The One Question Network (www.oneqn.net)

Zyee Idyaz LTD

PRICEAPP

Law Pronto

ffumba

vihlix

Interactive Educational Digital Content Brain Train
Club Application

Walugembe francis

Funwithsnaps

Funwithsnaps Team

Improve My City Project

Ronelgon Ltd

HiPipo.com Digital Content - Featuring HiPipo
Music Awards

HiPipo.com

MobilePolice

DNS

E-learning

Semakula David
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Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

PriceTag Uganda

Dennis Lennix Kichodo

STUDENTS PERSONAL ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
(SPAS)

Crystal Clear IT Solutions

Wedactive Wedding Web Portal

Magoba Arthur

Elitehive

Elitehive Team

AfroSocio.com

AfroSocio.com

LOCATION BASED MOBILE APPLICATION SYSTEM
FOR CRIME/EMERGENCY ALERTING SYSTEM WITH
PROXIMITY INTELLIGENCE

Script Ventures Group

newshub

uganda christian universty mbale campus

COMMUNITY CHURCH BASED MOBILE
APPLICATION

SMS Media (U) Ltd

e-Learning content 4 Uganda schools

e-Learner

Tell Dem

Tell Dem Inc

ClinicUG disease analyzer and Encyclopedia

Protomix Studios

BigEye Music Project

BigEye Website

Smart Mobile Business Card

Francis Oceng Dexter

ICT4Education

Partnership In Education Development-Uganda
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Business Excellence Award
Name of Innovation

Name of Innovator

ACADEMICA ERP SYSTEM

Islamic University in Uganda

ONLINE ADVERTISING CHANNEL(www.advertking.
net)

ADVERT KING LIMITED

ONLINE BUSINESS WEBSITE (www.
newonlinebusinessteam.com)

Lutaaya Shafiq

LabGuru

Bethel Investments Ltd

INCOME FLUXPRO.COM

income flux.com

Using ICTs to automate the school core activities.

ST MARY’S BOARDING SECONDARY SCHOOL
KITENDE

ICT for Excellent & Efficient Work

ST. MARIA GORETTI SSS KATENDE

Cheki.co.ug

Cheki Uganda Limited

pesamanager

paul kavule

A Mobile Real Estate Management Application

Mwemeke Suzan

DHL ProView

DHL International Uganda Ltd

Aloyo xpay

Aloyo Electronics Co. Ltd

eDirectory

Monitor Publications Ltd

TENANT DATABASE APPLICATION (TDA)

CATALAN GIANTS
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Service Excellence Award
Title of Innovation

Name of Innovator

Ledger Link App

Grameen Foundation

Airtel Data Credit “Data Beerako”

Airtel Uganda

ACCIDENT INJURIES ON HIGHWAYS IN KAMPALA

Kayondo Kizito

Elitehive

GDG MBARARA

Beyonic’s Funds-to-Phones platform

Beyonic LTD

roles of ICT use in the health sector to achieve UNMDGs(Millennium Development Goals)number 4,5
and 6 come 2015

Openy Abraham

Uganda Telecom Interactive Voice Response

Uganda Telecom

Electronic Signature and Electronic Proof of
Delivery

DHL International Uganda Ltd
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MTN gains from ICT Innovations
As of March 31, 2014, MTN Uganda has registered
positive performance for the first quarter ended
March 31, 2014, increasing its subscriber base by
8.4% to 9.5 million, mainly attributed to attractive
bundled offers aimed at both acquisition and
retention. Regionally focused sales and distribution
campaigns further supported the performance.
MTN Mobile Money which is one of MTN’s pioneer
products and services has revolutionised the way
Ugandans do business. In the New World, Mobile
Money is Better Money. The service is extremely
simple and secure and allows any MTN Mobile
Money customer to send money to anyone in
Uganda using their mobile phone.

Mr Mazen Mroue - CEO, MTN Uganda

MTN Uganda launched its Mobile
Network operations in 1998.
Since inception MTN cumulative
investment in Uganda has exceeded
UGX 1.7 Trillion. In 2013, the
company has injected more than
UGX 140 billion in upgrading the
Network infrastructure and adding
another 400km of national fibre,
by December 2013, MTN Uganda
total fibre infrastructure exceeded
3,200km. The continuous investment
by MTN in Uganda has enabled job
creation with direct and indirect
support for over 560,000 Ugandans.
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Today you can also pay for various bills and services
including school fees, Life Insurance, Pay TV, airway
tickets, electricity, water, parking fees and taxes to
the Uganda Revenue Authority. You can cash out
using our extensive network of dedicated agents
or selected ATMs across the country. You can even
play the National Lottery straight from your phone
using MTN Mobile Money.
MTN Mobile Money was launched only four years
ago and already registering in excess of 28 million
transactions a month. MTN’s world-class mobile
Internet proposition with WiFi MTN HotSpots, 3G+
speeds of up to 42Mbps and our 4G LTE network
delivering speeds of up to 100Mbps, coupled with
affordable and creative Data Bundles and a wide
range of devices and accessories, makes MTN’s
broadband experience unrivalled in Uganda.
The consolidation of MTN Business
Our dedicated Enterprise unit offers your business
a full suite of cutting edge business solutions to
meet all your access, infrastructure, converged
communications, security and software needs
supported by one of the most advanced and
rigorously engineered networks in the world. MTN
Uganda also boasts of a first-class data centre out of
which MTN Business offers IT infrastructural services
to businesses and organisations that are looking for
consolidated quality services and thereby reducing
their operational costs.
MTN Business has a dedicated team of professionals
that probe the corporate needs of customers so
as to offer tailored solutions under five broad
categories namely, Voice and Messaging Solutions;
Connectivity and APN Solutions; Managed Hosted
Services; Integrated Payment Solutions and
Multimedia-Solutions.
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@ dembefm
dembefm

@ 93.3 Kfm
93.3 Kfm

Plot 29-35 8th Street, Industrial Area, Namuwongo, P. O. Box 12141, Tel: 041-7744100, Fax: 041-232369
Website: www.kfm.co.ug, www.dembefm.ug
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Good is Never Enough
Innovation ought not to remain an aspect or be given
some small desk in the corner. Innovation is a doing
word. Innovation is what progressive organisations
in today’s world ought to tirelessly pursue.
Organisations are making strides as a result of the
available information technology communication
because information is a crucial component thus
the importance of enhancing its accessibility.
At Monitor publications for instance, recently, we
added a new feature to our Business Directory, The
Monitor Business Directory. Now with the click of
a mouse or the punch of a button, you can access
the very same business links and more, with options
of proximity. It is accessible online through your
computer or with the ease of your phone SMS. This
has redefined connection at your fingertips.
And what’s our cause for such innovation, what’s our
cause for this partnership? Our reason is one; we live
in a period where the consumer habits are rapidly
changing because of technology. All industries are
affected and we in the media have not been spared,
therefore innovation is the buzz word.
To be first in line is no proof for a leader, to pave
the way is. Innovation I believe, is paving the way
for a happier better world. So here I stand to give
mention to such leaders, leaders who have paved
a way for better communication, leaderswho know
that good is and never will be enough… and leaders
who thus reach for greatness.
Mr Alex Asiimwe - MD, Monitor Publications

We are proud of the partnerships and you’re taking
the lead to nurther innovation.

“Innovation distinguishes between
a leader and a follower,” said fallen
Apple C.E.O Steve Jobs. Like him,
we, as Monitor Publications Limited,
take that as creed. And it is for that
we are proud partners with Uganda
Communications Commission in
awarding such leaders.
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Mutabazi - Upbeat on ACIA 2014

The Communications Unit sought out
UCC Executive Director, Mr Godfrey
Mutabazi, as he reflects on ACIA,
past, present, as well as forecasting
the future…
Q: What is the thinking behind the ACIA Awards?
A: Under the Uganda Communications Act 2013,
the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) is
mandated to implement the objectives of this Act.
Part of the Act states that it is UCC’s role to develop a
modern communications sector and infrastructure,
enhancing national coverage of communications
services and products, with emphasis on provision
of communications services.
It is also our role to promote research into the
development and use of new communications
techniques and technologies including those which
promote accessibility of hearing impaired people
to communication services. In a nutshell, the ACIA
awards promote and recognise innovation efforts
by stakeholders in line with our mandate.
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Q: Why award innovations in ICT sector?
A: ICT is no grandeur for any country today. Today
ICT is used to stimulate economic growth, improve
service delivery, and promote good governance
and social accountability. Through these awards,
the Commission aims to create a linkage between
innovation and economic development, and to
foster greater local involvement and research in the
development and use of ICT in Uganda.
Q: What is different about the Awards this year?
A: The previous ACIA events were held under a
theme ‘Making Life Easy through Innovation’. This
year, we decided that since it is an annual event, the
ACIA brand will always focus on, “ICT Innovation for
National Development”. Each year, the focus of each
award category will be dynamic changing annually
to reflect the interests or concerns in the sector that
year.
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Q: What categories are you targeting this year?
A: ACIA 2014 is targeting five major categories.
These are:
YOUNG ICT INNOVATORS AWARD
This category has two sub-categories.
1a) Uganda’s rising stars
This award shall recognise extraordinary application
of ICTs by secondary school students towards
reduction of the digital divide in Uganda. This may
be with regard to ICT access, affordability, availability
and/or its applicability meeting the socio- economic
needs of a community of their choice. For this
category, student applicants are required to acquire
secondment from a relevant school teacher and
head teacher of their institution.
1b) Uganda’s ICT visionaries
This award shall recognise an ICT based innovation
developed by students in a tertiary or a vocational
institution that seeks to make a city or town of their
choice, smarter by:
• Improving the attractiveness of the natural
conditions;
• Improving energy efficiency through the use of
ICT;
• Reducing pollution including sustainable
management of the End of Life (EOL) of ICT
equipment;
• Facilitating sustainable resource management;
• Raising awareness and promoting sustainable
behavioural change.
The city or town of choice should be selected from
among these: Kampala, Arua, Gulu, Hoima, Mukono,
Jinja, Mbale, Wakiso, Mbarara or Soroti
BUSINESS EXCELLENCE AWARD
This award shall recognise outstanding use of ICT
by an organisation, whose business core function is
not ICT, to improve the organisation’s performance
– efficiency, effectiveness or both.
ICT FOR DEVELOPMENT AWARD
This award shall recognise the extraordinary use
of ICTs to improve the livelihoods of communities
by facilitating Uganda’s achievement of any of the
millennium development goals:
• eradication of poverty and hunger;
• universal primary education;
• promote gender equity and empower women;
• reduce child mortality;
• improve maternal health;
• combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases;
• ensure environmental sustainability.Prizes
• and other benefits to the winners
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SERVICE EXCELLENCE AWARD
4a) Enabling Communication for All
This award shall recognise outstanding innovative
approaches by licensed telecom providers to
eliminate barriers to ICT inclusion in Uganda
4b) Content for All
This award shall recognise the most creative
programming that ensures accessibility and
applicability of information to the diverse local
audiences
4c) Modernising post and courier
This award shall recognise the outstanding
compilation of text, images including video, or
sound into an application or product that enhances
the value and use of communication networks and
services within local communities in Uganda.
DIGITAL CONTENT AWARD
This award shall recognise the outstanding
compilation of text, images including video, or
sound into an application or product that enhances
the value and use.
Q: How are these awards unique from last year’s?
A: Definitely they are unique. After every ACIA
Awards, we take stock of what went well and
which areas need improvement. We take into
considerations the recommendations of the panel
of judges of the previous year’s event. So it’s on this
basis that we re-visit the awards.
For your information, in ACIA 2012 we had the
following awards:
• The Rural e-Service Award: The award targeted
an on-going and scalable communicationsenabled initiative, commercial or noncommercial, that has had a positive impact
on the development and improvement in the
quality of life of rural communities.
•

The Green ICT Award: This award was aimed
at entities that carry out initiatives to address
the environmental challenges posed by the
deployment, operation and disposal of ICT
products.

•

The e-Government and e-Governance Award:
This award aimed at recognizing a government
department, ministry, or agency that has
leveraged ICTs to enable improved delivery of
services to the population.
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•

The Local Content Award: The award was aimed
at recognising entities that innovatively develop
and promote local content. Local Content in
this context refers to locally owned or adapted
knowledge of a community, in this case Uganda.

•

The Student Research Award: The award was
targeted at identifying outstanding research
in the area of electronic communication. Both
undergraduate and post graduate levels were
considered.
The Communications Innovation Award was
aimed at recognising the best of the best
amongst the applications submitted for award.

•

The criteria focused on identifying an entry that was
responsive to the overall theme, which is “Making
Life Easy through Innovation”, as well as a number of
key criteria in the other five categories.
In their wisdom, the judges found no entrant
meritorious to win the Green ICT Award, just as
was the case in the ACIA 2010 awards. The judging
panel strongly recommended as such that the
Commission intensify efforts to support innovation
in this area as it is a critical aspect for sustainable
national development.

Q: What has been the public response to the
Awards?
A: We have noticed growing positive response from
both individuals and organisations participating. In
2010, we received 54 entries, compared to 159 for
ACIA 2013 and 281 for this year. At the same time,
there is increased interest from our sponsors.
Q: What’s the future of these awards?
A: One thing is certain, the ACIA awards have
become an annual event and each year they become
bigger, better and more competitive. Prizes will be
more exciting. So, look forward to the next Awards.
Q: What’s your last word?
A: Thank you to all those who have participated.
Our sponsors thank you too. We welcome feedback
through our various channels – face-to-face
interaction, toll free line, e-mail, and social media –
just to mention a few.

Other categories where no winner was awarded
include; the Local content for Large enterprises
category as well as the Student research
undergraduate category. These areas as such
indicate gaps that the Commission could target to
fill through different interventions as appropriate.
As you can see, we have acted on these
recommendations to refine the ACIA 2013 award
categories.
Q: Any challenges?
A: As with any event of this magnitude, there are
challenges. But we have worked together with our
sponsors and other partners to overcome most
of them. Our greatest challenge at such times is
resources, financially and otherwise.
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How ICTs Enable Sustainable
Ways of Life

By William Lutakome

Sustainable ways of living can be achieved through
sustainable lifestyles, which are patterns of action
and consumption, used by people to affiliate and
differentiate themselves from other people. These
ways are used to meet basic needs, improve
quality of life, minimise the use of natural resources
and emissions of waste and pollutants over the
lifecycle and do not jeopardise the needs of future
generations.

•

ICTs have reduced the demand on energy
resources. In this digital age, costs involved
in production of print media are greatly offset
by ICTs and it is believed that ebooks are fast
replacing hard copy books. Online virtual
conferences have offset energy demands
involved in commuting indirectly checking on
pollution levels especially carbon monoxide
emissions.

Consuming, living, moving and health have been
identified as the four main lifestyle impact areas,
and ICTs have been envisioned as technological
enablers towards sustainable ways of living. Through
digitalisation and dematerialisation, ICTs provide
solutions such as, online media, video-conferencing,
telecommuting, climate persuasive technology and
e-commerce, converting the physical world into a
virtual world, in turn making processes or activities
cheaper, faster and/or simpler.

•

Within the education sector, the elite have found
a good resource in online education to update
and upgrade their academic qualifications
giving them a competitive edge in their
professions and in some countries, the virtual
library has proliferated the physical library.

•

ICTs have extensively been used in the provision
of health service; Telemedicine is fast becoming
the preferred choice especially in countries
afflicted with limited medical resources.

Despite ICTs providing useful solutions, the negative
side to ICT is the publicity of cybercrime and other
criminal and terrorist activities that would otherwise
be unknown to many.
ICT should nevertheless be commended for its
pivotal role in various fields especially, energy,
education and health sectors:

As computing hardware and software continuously
increase in number, quality and variety, and at
the same time becoming cheaper and more
widespread, ICTs have the potential to be used as
captology technology, that is, the planned noncoercive attempt to change attitude or behaviour
through technology.
(Mr Lutakome
is the Service Development Officer at UCC)
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Innovators or Challenge
Responders?

By Michael Niyetegeka

2. No or limited domain knowledge; it is a tall
order to develop a solution for agriculture or
health if you are not equipped with domain
knowledge. The result of this an imaginary
solution attempting to address a challenge that
hardly exists or is pertinent. Innovators will tend
to work with multiple disciplines but that is not
the case from majority of the submissions. Great
innovators will tend to be “One-Inch wide and
several feet deep”. The reverse tends to be true
for the most of the submissions.

I have been involved for the past couple of years
in the “innovation” space playing different roles
including but not limited to; mentoring, judging,
problem definition and training. The primary focus
of my involvement has been in the ICT domain. One
question that I am struggling with is whether we are
getting more innovators or challenge responders.
Whereas there has been a significant increase in the
number of calls for innovations I am not sure whether
I am seeing a corresponding number of innovations.
In the last three years I must say the quality of
submissions has gone down from my perspective or
it could that the good ones are not excited to submit
their innovations to these competitions.
A couple of submission are quite shallow right from
conceptual level and one is tempted to think that
the submission is responding to a challenge and
hoping that luck will be on their side and win the
prize.
Here are my three observations:
1. No or limited research; a number of submissions
are hardly informed by research and you almost
see “gut” feeling submissions. Innovators desire
to respond to challenge and are not merely
excited by developing solutions or ideas for
the sake. Lack of research denies one the
opportunity to contextualise the innovation
and as such we see many trying to develop the
“facebook” for Africa. Really?
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3. Hang on Apps; innovations have become
synonymous with mobile apps. It is common
to hear or read “we will develop a mobile app
and this will be free to download”. There is
an incentive for apps development, they are
easy to develop and deploy as opposed to
systems development. I am getting worried
that developers are being swayed by mobile
apps and hardly investing time to think about
systems. I have no problem with mobile apps
per-se, I get a feeling these apps are not deep
rooted on need or demand but rather it’s a cool
thing to develop.
These notwithstanding I have encountered amazing
submissions where the above three have been
taken care of. You get the “wow” effect!
Concluding thoughts
• Establish appropriate structures to support the
process end to end as opposed to focusing on
challenges only.
• We need to find a way of attracting venture
capital funders to our local challenges. This will
spur the innovators to pay attention not only
the awards but also the potential of attracting
funding for your idea.
• To the innovators think beyond the challenge,
question is would you have done this if there
was no call for submissions?
(Mr Niyetegeka, one of the judges for ACIA 2014,
in IT guru)
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A Message from the Dean Makerere University School of
Public Health, Prof William Bazeyo
M a k e r e r e
University School
of Public Health
(MakSPH) under
the College of
Health Sciences
is one of the
vibrant schools
stepping out to
transform African
communities
from man-made
and
natural
shocks and stresses through innovative solutions.
We do not strive to provide the basics of education
but to move higher institutions of learning from the
Ivory Tower to the communities.

without good integration. For example, it is not
beneficial to train a doctor who does not know
economics because this will definitely hinder their
performance as a medical practitioner.

We must all always attempt to work to leave a legacy
that can be seen when we are long time gone. The
vision of the school is to be a Centre of excellence in
providing leadership in Public Health in the region
and beyond.

We also need more courses for example in Makerere
University; which enable multidisciplinary training,
exchange and sharing of skills and competences.
These can allow statisticians or even lawyers to
attend some courses together in a bid to break the
silos. We at the School run such programmes that
bring together different disciplines like Statisticians,
veterinarians, social scientists, educationists and
many others.

The School of Public Health will provide highquality instructional research, and solutions to
community challenges through innovation to
improve livelihoods. I will at all times encourage
faculty participation in research activities which are
indeed viewed as a portion of the academic life of
the university. In addition, MakSPH will endeavour
to identify sources of funds for students, faculty and
community development through our partnerships
and collaborations. “Let us strive to do things
differently in an effort to build/strengthen
resilience in the target communities”.
The School will commit to new collaborations and
partnerships to provide innovative technologies and
teaching strategies to the academic programmes.
These collaborations will provide opportunities
for students, faculty and the community at large.
Collaborations will be internal as well as external
with other Schools of Public Health, Universities,
corporations, and governmental agencies. To-date,
it is our pride that MakSPH has attracted many
projects both local and international.
The persistent problem frequently mentioned is
not about theory but rather translating theory into
practice. The main problem that is eating up the
education sector is the methodology of training
programmes that are always vertical in nature.
“You cannot have an education system which
is vertical!!” Many fundamental things are done
ACIA - 2014 CATALOGUE

People are not trained to attend to the problems in
the community or to fill up the positions available
in the employment sector. Everyone is trained in
and knows only his or her own area of specialty,
destroying the ability for individuals to multi-task.
We therefore end up in “Silos” like fuel tankers;
which look alike and all carry oil but never talk to
each other despite being in one locality all the time.
I must emphasise that integrated multidisciplinary
training/education is key in not only attaining
development but also boosting the education
sector in Uganda and world over.

These include; Master of Public Health, Masters in
Health Services Research, Masters of Public health
Nutrition and Master of Disaster Managementto start soon. I consider this a very good start,
which should be expanded and co-opted in other
institutions/Units not only in Makerere University but
also elsewhere if we are to cause real change in our
societies. This will also promote multi-disciplinarity
and training of innovators who will transform African
communities.
In addition, I would urge that before creating any
education programme, a needs assessment is
carried out to identify the training needs to be
focused on and the real gaps that exist. These should
be needs of the country in question. “We need
to be able to answer questions like; who are the
cadres we need in this country?” Uganda has more
graduates on the streets than any other country in
our region now; therefore, to continuously chan out
graduates with similar skills and competencies and
simply training to award academic qualifications/
certificates and not responding to the needs of the
country and communities is not going to be helpful
to this country.
“Solutions through Innovation as we Build for the
Future”
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Makerere University School of Public Health, approach
to research and Innovation
The School of Public Health (MakSPH) contributes
to the strengthening of resilience in communities
vulnerable to recurrent shocks and stresses in subSaharan Africa by leveraging the vast potential in
University scholars to identify, develop and scale up
solutions that build on their adaptive capacities to
mitigate their vulnerabilities.
MakSPH will mobilise, lead and facilitate a multidisciplinary team of scholars (students and faculty:
engineers, computer experts, agriculturists, the
veterinary, social scientists, lawyers and the entire
communities) in harnessing science, technology
and indigenous knowledge to develop resilience
solutions to specific development challenges in
African communities.
The resilience of people and systems in Africa will
be strengthened by leveraging the knowledge,
scholarship and creativity that exists across
universities and the development partners to
incubate, test and scale innovations that target
capabilities and reduce vulnerabilities identified
through community consultations.
MakSPH is building on the existing and on the
fact that development and humanitarian aid have
been historically addressed on a project-by-project
basis within different sectors including health,
education, and agriculture among others. Although
these efforts have saved lives and met immediate
programme objectives, they have not increased the
capacity of affected populations to withstand future
shocks and stresses.
As a result, the same shocks and stresses keep
recurring, with the same magnitude of effects, in the
same communities even when they are predictable
and preventable. Most of the development
challenges affecting communities today, especially
in Sub-Saharan Africa require a radically different
approach if we are to create effective and sustainable
solutions.
Particularly, when seeking to strengthen the
resilience of vulnerable communities, we must
work closely with the affected communities and
adopt an evidence-based approach to identify
priority challenges, identify viable innovations,
develop these and evaluate their effectiveness in
strengthening resilience. We shall work closely
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with multidisciplinary teams of students and faculty
drawn from African universities, as well as local incountry innovators to build adaptive innovations
that will strengthen the resilience of the target
communities.
Innovators are encouraged to identify solutions that
are scalable and that have an in-built sustainability
component. MakSPH will offer incubation, training,
technical support, mentorship and seed capital
to selected teams to enable them develop, test
and pilot their innovations. To support the scaling
of successfully piloted innovations, we shall work
closely with investors, both from Africa as well as
the diaspora, to raise additional capital, and will
also forge partnerships with relevant stakeholders
necessary for successful scaling.
MakSPH will employ two alternative ways of sourcing
innovations:
1. Searching from among existing innovations that
are at prototype level and such projects will be
given a ‘push’ to move to the next level
2. Completely new ideas developed by findings
from community consultations
International
Collaborations
innovations at MakSPH

to

support

The MakSPH team has established strong links with
some of the great innovator communities including
those in the Silicon Valley. Additionally, Makerere
University Students with a project Matibabu-noninvasive Malaria diagnosis application pitched their
idea at a Technical Convening (TechCon 2013) in
Virginia, Colonial Williamsburg and emerged the
best, winning other six universities based in USA.
This convening brought together several
development partners including innovators,
faculty and experts from various disciplines. This
among others is aimed at continuous learning,
brainstorming and leveraging on existing expertise
to enrich African innovators. In the MakSPH
innovation space, innovators will access mentorship
opportunities, Design Thinking training, Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs), learning from
Guest Speakers, ample working space, reliable and
fast internet connection among others.
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Student Innovators demonstrate an innovation at Makerere University

Get Involved
Do you have an idea, innovative or demonstrable
solution or approach that has the potential to
strengthen the resilience of individuals, households
or communities affected by natural or man-made
shocks and stresses? Please visit the MakSPH website
at http://musph.mak.ac.ug/ or connect with us on
https://www.facebook.com/maksph or Twitter @
maksph.”The School is here to move the Universities
from the Universities to the communities. We are
bridging the gap between the higher institutions
of learning and African communities” Prof. William
Bazeyo, Dean MakSPH
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Prof. William Bazeyo stresses a point during an
interaction to discuss challenges in the education
sector
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Airtel: A Harbinger of Change Management In Uganda
additional investment being made this year this will
be communicated at appropriate time. Currently
we have been carrying out network upgrades and
in the next few months our hard work will be very
evident.”
Infrastructural investment:
The company has invested over 100 million dollars
in infrastructure, building over 300 3g sites all over
the country. We have the most reliable 3G network
and are committed to growing our reach.

Airtel Uganda’s Acting Managing Director
Arindam Chakrabarty

After expanding their network to 7.2 million early
last year with the Warid Acquisition, Airtel has gone
on to consolidate its position as a formidable leader
in the Telecom industry.
Airtel Uganda is owned by Bharti Airtel the world’s
fourth largest mobile phone operator and it is now
a strong number two in Uganda. It was a watershed
moment, a game changer, which saw the company’s
customer base balloon - after adding Warid’s
customers to its books. The move strengthened
the telecoms giant’s presence in the country and
consolidated its position in the market.
Airtel Uganda’s Acting Managing Director Arindam
Chakrabarty speaks of it as follows:
Plans for this year:
“Last year was about consolidating systems and
bringing Warid and Airtel customers under one
family. This year is about customer delight. We are
set for flight and the sky is the limit.”
Network quality
“Airtel has since inception invested over 250 million
dollars, of which the largest investment goes
towards network quality and ensuring the services
of our customers are the best. Airtel will continue to
invest in network quality improvement and there is
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Customer Care
Airtel has gone the heights to ensure an unforgettable
experience for the customer. Starting last year, we
have been setting up premium shops aimed at
cutting queues and increasing convenience for the
customer. These shops have better clearers displays
of products, well trained staff manning the many
service points and a premium office to handle or
customers with bulk needs.
We have gone a step further and ensured that
there is at least an Airtel Agent in every busy area
in every city with prominent branding. For your KYC
registrations, sim card purchases, airtime loading
etc you need only look to your nearby busy street.
We shall always be an arm’s length away.
We have also heavily invested in social media and
e customer care in general. Staring with the USSD
code *100# which has a do it yourself menu, we
have also revamped our website so that you will
find as much information as you need and even
reach us much faster. We have a 24 hour social
media customer complaint handling mechanism
on Facebook, Google plus and Twitter where our
response time is much faster and interactive. We
also have some do it yourself videos on You Tube to
aid customers.
Of course we are still running our toll free 24/7 call
centre which is available to those who prefer to call
in.
Airtel cares about the customer voice and we have
committed to listening in various customer for a
so that we can adjust our service to the customer’s
need.
Consumer awareness has been vital, answering
any questions customers had especially about
the merger – it is after all the first ever in market
consolidation involving telecommunications in
the history of Uganda. Together, we will continue
the legacy of marketplace innovation to benefit
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consumers. The combination of Warid and Airtel
has created an even stronger force in the Ugandan
telecommunications market and it has received
approvals and full support from the Uganda
Communications Commission. This merger paves
way for heightened competition improved customer
service and continued innovation driving both ICT
development and economic growth
Airtel Money
“We have seen a strong growth in revenue from our
products and the expanding client base for our data
services. Mobile money has also been an area where
we have introduced several new innovations with
bank to mobile money account transfers and more
pay bill options. You can now access anything from
movie tickets to utility payments, tax payments etc.
with Airtel Money. We are headed towards a cashless
economy and Airtel money is the fast secure way to
go. We have widened our agency network along
with the ATMs and other access points.
Strategic Partnerships and CSR
Airtel is all about partnerships….Together we can…
this is evident in the recent partnerships that have
taken Uganda by storm starting with the major one
with FUFA that takes care of our beloved Uganda
Cranes, we have also partnered with Buganda
Kingdom on the issue of Fistula, with the Hub
Entertainment to access wholesome entertainment
to the youth, with Arsenal and FUFA on the Airtel
Rising Stars which caters for pooling grassroots
football talent, with British Council for the creation of
IT hubs to promote computer literacy in schools and
with the FUBA for the development of Basketball in
Uganda to mention but a few.

rates, we have created a big happy family enjoying
affordability and innovation.
Airtel’s vision of being “the most loved brand in the
daily lives of Ugandans” is its driving force and the
Managing Director believes that through strategic
partnerships, being a listening brand, it will manage
to establish itself as a favourite for many Ugandans,
“we would be able to spread out and touch lives of
more Ugandans making us the number one brand
and network of choice”.
Airtel is positioned well for the future and it expects
a bright one, Africa being the fastest growing
mobile market in the world with almost 20 per cent
annual growth over the past five years. Indeed, the
continent is now the world’s second largest mobile
market after Asia with a total of almost 650 million
users and with these kinds of figures it is easy to see
that there is huge potential in Uganda.
“The telecommunications sector is continually
growing in terms of product and service innovations
and especially in Africa,” says Chakrabarty “Our
focus is very much on high-quality service provision
and increased penetration. It’s not good enough
anymore to be reactive to some perceived demand.
The opportunities in the industry lie in being
proactive; in developing and providing product
solutions and services which are compatible and
relevant to our market’s needs. As a company those
are the key areas where we will be growing and
improving the business.
As Winston Churchill said, “To improve is to change;
to be perfect is to change often.”

As you know our main passion is in primary school
education under our “Esomero Lyaffe’ programme.
Here we adopt one UPE school every year and
renovate it and equip it to churn out healthier
happy children. This again is in partnership with the
Ministry of Education. We’ve also had incredible
traction for our partnerships with Samsung, Huawei
and the Ugandan government.
Aluta Continua
Airtel is always ready for any opportunity to reach
Ugandans from all walks of life, whether they are in
urban, rural, remote, or central areas. Furthermore,
they will benefit from Airtel’s ‘One Network’ across
20 countries and get access to innovative products
and roaming benefits in the near future. With Airtel
customers being able to call each other on on net
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Mr Ivan Lumala, The ACIA 2014 Guest Speaker
Ivan was born and raised in Uganda and holds a
Computer Science degree as well as a Masters of
Software Engineering degree. Mr Lumala is a Senior
Product Manager in the Microsoft Learning group,
responsible for emerging countries. He is also the
Director - Senior Technology, Microsoft 4Africa.
About five (5) years ago Ivan, his wife Loi, and two
(2) friends co-founded Leadership Advancement
International (LAI) whose mission is to bridge
the leadership gap in developing countries
by educating young men and women of high
leadership potential, nurturing and mentoring
them to realise their potential, and facilitating their
successful repatriation to their home countries.
As part of the Microsoft for Africa Initiatives
innovation team, Ivan is responsible for defining
and executing on a strategy to catalyse a vibrant,
and sustainable profitable community of African
Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) creating
innovative solutions in the priority domains of
Education, Health care delivery, eGovernment, Agrivet business, and basic ICT solutions for SMEs.
Ivan has been with Microsoft for 22 years, spending
more than half of that time as a Software Design
Engineer in Test working on the Visual Studio
development platform. He then spent five (5) years
in Platform Evangelism where, as an Academic
Developer Evangelist, he worked with university
faculty and researchers to build curriculum and
research on Microsoft platforms.
Before joining the 4Afrika Initiative, worked in
various Product Management roles, most recently in
the Microsoft Worldwide Partner Group responsible
for the enabling strategy for the 500K+ Microsoft
partners to embrace the cloud business model.
Mr Ivan Lumala will also be among the recipients –
for the 2014 Ugandan Diaspora Awards at Kampala
Serena Hotel.
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My Impressions of Entries into the
ACIA 2014 Awards

By Nada Anderson

The process of evaluating the entries was not easy.
First, they were many and then, many of them
absolutely amazing. Just the time to read and
understand the 129 short-listed proposals was long
very lucky we had Easter and Labour Days to do it.
Meeting the Judges and interacting with such a varied
team was a new experience for me. In advertising
and media, we rarely have the opportunities to step
outside our own worlds and step into the unknown. I
loved being the one among the chosen few and I’m
glad UCC team chose me.
I am certain that the best entries won in a
transparent and engaging judging process. I hope
my contribution to choosing the winners was a
good one: I looked for a practical, useful and
valuable application of the entry, enhancing what
Uganda already has and building the contribution
the communities and society as a whole: I’m glad
we together chose the winners without any major
controversy.
For next year, I hope to be on the panel again and
I hope to play in the process that precedes the
judging: Criteria for entries have to be very clear and
achievable; we must also reach out to technologies
and communities that are otherwise not easily able
to participate. UCC has a unique space to create an
idea pool, a space for brilliant minds, and I so hope
I will be part of it in the future.

I’m probably one of the few people
who jumped on the technology
train at its last stop before it started
speeding off into the future. I’m
still catching up on so many things
and I’m that I’ll never be good and
creative as some of the amazing
people who have created entries for
this year’s ACIA Awards.
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(Ms Anderson, one of the ACIA 2014 judges)
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Young Innovators revel
Bangkok Experience

Winning the double Rising Stars Award and People’s
Choice Award for ACIA 2013 was delightful, but being
sponsored to attend the Telecom World 2013 that took
place in Bangkok, Thailand was, to say the least, perhaps
the achievement of a life time for us, the Jico Geeks.
Rubbing shoulders with the world’s who-is-who in the
global telecommunications industry for five days in
Bangkok was a memorable moment for many of us who,
hardly a year ago, were nonentities studying in eastern
Uganda.
During the ACIA 2013 gala event, Mr Godfrey Mutabazi,
the Executive Director of Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC), announced that the Commission
would sponsor us to attend an international event as
winners of the Rising Stars Award, it remained a farfetched dream.
However, when we disembarked from the airplane at
Bangkok International did reality dawn on us that indeed
we would dine and wine with the high and mighty in
the ICT world. The event showcased a lot of creativity,
innovation, and networking.
As Jico Geeks, this event was a godsend. It provided us
with an opportunity to show other people around the
world what we have been doing as students in Uganda.
We also got an opportunity to see what others around
the world have done and this enabled us judge and rate
ourselves in comparison with other countries.
One of the sessions we attended was the young
innovators sessions where the best 10 participants
around the globe presented their projects. We saw a
variety of projects tackling different issues such as quick
and instant communication in times of natural disasters,
instant communication about the services around us
ACIA - 2014 CATALOGUE

By Kishan Kalyan

like hospitals, and management of food wastage, just to
mention a few.
We discovered that most of these projects relied on
gathering a variety of information around the world about
various issues and making this information available
everywhere through the internet (websites) and mobile
applications. And, one of the ten winners was from
Uganda!
This clearly shows that Uganda can achieve a lot in the IT
sector since many people in Uganda have the potential
but just need to exploit their potentials to achieve great
success in the future. I can proudly say that Uganda is on
the right track and in future we could do much better.
The five days we were here, we were able to build
networks and relationships with people from different
countries across the globe. Through this experience, we
have greatly been encouraged and seen that we could
do much better next year. We shall uplift ourselves and
create something much better next year as we have seen
the areas we have to work upon.
All in all, it was a splendid educative experience and I urge
my fellow Ugandans to be creative and innovative. I think
we should encourage youngsters to start programming
as early as possible such that they get used to this as
it will greatly help them in the IT sector in creating and
developing good software.
Lastly, I wish to extend our appreciation to UCC for having
facilitated us to attend such a wonderful and important
event.
(Kalyan is a member of JICO GEEKS, the winners of Rising
Stars award during ACIA 2013. The group also scooped
the People’s Choice award)
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Huawei Lauds UCC on ACIA
Huawei began its partnership with UCC for the ACIA
awards in 2013 as platinum sponsors. Yet again, we
express our enormous support this year as we jointly
aim at recognising outstanding innovators and
innovations in the development and adoptions of
ICTs in Uganda. We pledge our continuous support
to these awards as we fulfill our Cooperate Social
Responsibility initiative.
We look forward to fulfilling our mission of bridging
the digital divide and enriching the lives of
Ugandans through communication.
About Huawei
Huawei is the leading global ICT solutions provider
and a 315th of the Fortune Global 500 companies.
Through our dedication to customer-centric
innovation and strong partnerships, Huawei has
established end-to-end capabilities across carrier
networks, enterprise and consumer markets by
providing competitive solutions and services.

Mr Radoslaw Kedzia - CEO, Huawei Technologies
Company (U) Limited

I express my gratitude and
sincere appreciation to Uganda
Communications Commission for
its wonderful annual ACIA awards
initiative of promoting ICT for
national development in Uganda.

Huawei cooperates with 45 of the world’s top 50
carriers, our services have been deployed in 170
countries plus, serving more than one-third of the
world’s population.
Resonating with the revolutionary changes
taking place in the information industry, Huawei
continuously innovates to meet customer needs and
advance our technological leadership. We openly
cooperate with industry partners, focus on building
future-proof information pipes, and continuously
create value for our customers and society at large.
Based on these value propositions, Huawei is
dedicated to enriching life and improving efficiency
through a better connected world. In addition, we
strive to be the first choice and best partner for
telecom carriers and enterprise customers while
becoming a brand of choice among consumers.
Huawei has 157,000+ employees worldwide with
70,000+ of these in Research and Development,
which occupies almost half of the total number.
Huawei invests more than 10% of its total sales
revenue into Research and Development every
year, and in 2013, the figure was 14%.
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Award Winners take Innovation Gospel to Gulu
Question:
what would one do with winning a premier
innovations award that comes with about UGX40m
(Uganda Shilling Forty Million Only)? Bask in glory,
or rest on one’s laurels? Thump one’s chest?
None of these if you asked the Uganda Content
Portal - winners of the Digital Content Award and
a cash prize of US$ 15,000 (United States Dollar
Fifteen Thousand Only) during the ACIA 2013
Awards. In their wisdom, this group, which is a joint
innovative by the Communication for Development
Foundation Uganda (CDFU) and UNICEF, decided
to spread the gospel of innovation to other parts of
Uganda, specifically Gulu.
From November 25-December 13, 2014, the group
conducted a digital literacy and entrepreneurship
training targeting the in-school and out-of-school
youths in Gulu and northern Uganda in general. At
71 participants graduated, received certificates and
gave testimonies of how this training empowered
them in the use of technology as a tool for
development.
“We have used the award to address challenges
mentioned in the submission,” the Uganda Content
Portal, said in a post-sensitisation report, adding,
“These challenges included improving access to
quality and relevant information as well as exploring
ways to involve the community especially the girl
child to appreciate the benefits of accessing this
information.”
The three-week training was supported by KiBO
Foundation, UNICEF and Straight Talk Foundation,
among others, focused on experiential learning in
ICT and had a multiplier effect – benefiting others
in the community through STiC, Community Service
and Forum Theatre.
The group identified negative cultural practices, low
awareness, and lack of ICT knowledge and skills, as
some of the challenges affecting ICT use and usage
among the youth in Uganda. “These prevent most
youths, especially girls, from accessing the sites,”
the group noted.

In addition, three (3) community dialogues were
held at Bardege, Gulu Youth Centre and Layibi. The
out-of-school participants trained 20 beneficiaries
of SOS Children’s Village as a way of giving back
to the community and eighty other members of
the community during STiC (trained by both inschool and out-of-school participants). This gave
the participants an opportunity to practise and pass
on the skills they gained to other members of the
community.
Through Community service, the participants
spearheaded the cleaning of Gulu central market
in Laroo Division, which enlightened the tenants
on the importance of sanitation and hygiene. The
participants also staged plays aimed to promote
formal education.
Participant after participant heaped praises on
the initiative. “This programme is a solution to
people’s problem of gaining skills and knowledge
in Computer and Entrepreneurship training,” said
Sharon Acio, an out-of-school participant.
To Julius Peter Oola, a mechanic in Gulu, the
training was a godsend. “I have always wanted to
start my own business dealing in spare parts but the
challenge was I did not know how to start,” he said,
adding, “With the entrepreneurship skills I have
acquired from the training, I feel empowered to start
my own business.”
In her testimony, Florence Aketo said the training
demystified the computer and ICT fast. “In a matter
of hours, I have progressed from having no previous
interface with a computer to being able to make use
of the Microsoft Office tools. I’m now able to carry
out research using the UNICEF Content Portal,”
she said, adding that the skills she gained from
the programme would enable her to get a job at a
secretarial bureau.

Among others, the Uganda Content Portal held
radio talk shows in both English and Luo on the
premier Radio Rupiny to reach out to listeners in
such far-flung districts of northern Uganda such as
Agago, Lira and Pader – just to mention three.
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KiBO Foundation, are the licensed holders of
the Intel Easy Steps Training Programme, an
internationally training recognised certificate. On
the other hand, the Uganda Content Portal serves
as a multi-media source of educational information
in text, video, images, audio and games targeting
the young people.

The Content Portal is pre-loaded onto rugged solarpowered computers dubbed the “Digital Drum” or
“Digital kiosks” that are installed at youth Centres
making it possible for youth to acquire knowledge,
skills, connect and learn from other youth beyond
their areas resulting into improved skills and
economically empowered responsible youth.

The content portal is a repository that bridges the
digital divide between those who have access to
internet and those without. The Portal features
both local and international languages like English,
French and Kiswahili. A user can, therefore, find
information by searching for the topic, language,
source or multimedia format.

The information uploaded is received from
various NGOs, government agencies, faith-based
organisations and other sources with relevant
information that have already pre-tested this
material with their own target groups. CDFU and
Straight Talk Foundation are regular providers of
content that is uploaded on the portal.
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Hon. John Nasasira, the Minister
for ICT, addresses guests at the
ACIA 2013 Awards gala
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Some of the winners and sponsors
pose for a group photograph
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UCC’s Josephine Akulia (left) with
one of the ITU young innovator
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Our Sponsors

For more information contact UCC House Plot 42-44, Spring Road, Bugolobi
P.O. Box 7376 Kampala - UGANDA. Tel: +256-41-4339-000, +256-31-2339-000
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www.ucc.co.ug/awards
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